Sexual Harassment Prevention UPDATES!
The laws in California have once again been changed specific to sexual harassment prevention training in the workplace. This is
in addition to the changes from the previous year specifically impacting farm labor contractors. The following chart helps to
provide clarity and understanding around who must be trained and how often. AgSafe offers compliant webinar and inperson, English and Spanish training for all audiences noted below.

Employer with 5 or more
employees

Upcoming Webinars
& Cost

Farm Labor Contractor

(Regular, seasonal, full-time & part-time)



Nonsupervisory
employees

Supervisors

1-hour training for all current
employees by January 1, 2020



1-hour training for all newly hired
employees



Retrain employees every 2 years
after initial training

1-hour training for all current employees by
January 1, 2020


Since 2015, current employees should have
been trained but it did not have to be 1 hour
long, must now provide 1-hour of training for
all current workers



1-hour training for all newly hired employees



Retrain employees every year (annually) after
initial training



2-hour training for all current
supervisors by January 1, 2020



2-hour training for all newly hired
supervisors



2-hour training for all current supervisors



2-hour training for promoted
employees to supervisor within 6
months of promotion



2-hour training for all newly hired supervisors



Retrain supervisors every year (annually)



Retrain supervisors every 2 years







November 30, 2018
December 14, 2018
December 28, 2018
January 11, 2019
January 25, 2019



9-10 AM Spanish only




Cost: Member $25 / Non-Member $30
Group rate (5 or More):
Member $20 / Non-Member $25





January 18, 2019
March 15, 2019
May 17, 2109




8-10 AM Spanish
12-2 PM English



Cost: Member $50 / Non-Member $65

MUST BE PRE-REGISTERED: To register, please visit the calendar at www.agsafe.org
Call: 209.526.4400 | Email: safeinfo@agsafe.org

| Online at: www.agsafe.org

CANCELLATION POLICY: 10+ business days prior to course: Substitutions are allowed at no additional cost, must notify the AgSafe office. Not eligible for a refund. Less than 10 business days prior to course: Substitutions are allowed at no additional cost, must notify the AgSafe office. Not
eligible for a refund. Day of program: Not eligible for substitutions. Not eligible for a refund. Late arrivals are not eligible for course transfers or refunds.
The AgSafe Board of Directors reserves the right to impose limitations on the participation of members, member's employees, sponsors, participants, attendees or their guests at any AgSafe function as the result of conduct or the manner or mode of participation which is unlawful, offensive,
objectionable or contrary to AgSafe's mission or values. Such limitations can include but are not limited to rejection or ejection of a member, member's employee, participant, sponsor or guest or other reasonable methods that are consistent with this policy including refusal of admittance
where deemed in the best interest of AgSafe or its members or guests.
The content of this training is based on publicly available information. Such information is subject to change without notice, may be incomplete or condensed. Except where otherwise indicated, the information provided is based on matters as they exist as of the date of presentation. Such
information is provided as general information on the topics presented. Nothing presented constitutes legal advice or opinion to participants or others attending or reviewing this material and is not a substitute for professional services from an attorney. Every situation is different and subject
to legislative activity and administrative or judicial changes in the law. You should also note that the views or opinions expressed by the presenters do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of AgSafe.

